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A brand new store has opened up in the Polaris 
Mall back in November, Garage.  Garage is 

known for being on trend and having some very 
edgy clothes.  They have tons of different womens 
denim options, shirts, skirts, dresses, sweatshirts, 
and other accessories.  Garages can be found in 
most states and many different malls around the 
United States.  Many fellow teens and the major 
consenious on the internet say that Garage quickly 
caught their eye as they were walking by.  The store 
is very neon and bright from the outside.  The 
store front is well organized and matches the front 
sign very well.  People have said that they have 
cute clothes but the prices are also very high.  For 
example, a pair of jeans is anywhere from $60-80.  
Their website is filled with lots of clothes perfect 
for summer.  The majority of people that shop at 
Garage are teenagers.  
     “I love the way their store is designed and all 
the cute clothes in it,” says freshamn Avery Hilvert. 
“They are so comfortable and they are not priced 
very high, their prices match other trending 
clothing stores”.  
     If you go on to their website it’s very organized 
and easy to navigate.  Their most central items on 
their website is their festival attire.  They sell tons 

of cute summer clothes and have many clothes for 
many occasions.  
     “Their clothes are very cute,” freshman Mindy 
Schoen says.  “Although I’ve never bought anything 
from there I love their store front and the way the 
store is decorated.” 
     There is about any color you can dream of and so 
many different dress, shirt, and skirt variations.  I’ve 
also heard some bad things about Garage.  
     “Garage has no size variety,” freshman Varsha 
Banumukkala says.  “All the cute things have no 
size inclusivity, the size range for most of the items 
are extra small to large which in this day in age is 
unethical and should not continue to happen.” 
     This is a common thing on tiktok and other social 
media apps.  People are not happy about how all the 
cute clothes are made for smaller girls.  They are 
not adaptable for the plus size community or girls 
with bigger busts and just all around not inclusive.  
The plus size community is mad that no one has 
called out these bigger clothing stores for the lack of 
universality and continues to support them.  
     “I think that their clothes are so cute but their size 
inclusivity is not it,” freshman Monnishaa Tambe 
said.  “I would be a lot more willing to support them 
if they were more size inclusive.”  


